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Dr. Aniruddha Bagchi is an Assistant Professor of Economics at the Michael J. Coles College of Business at Kennesaw State University. He holds a Ph.D. degree in Economics from Vanderbilt University. His primary research interests are in Industrial Organization and Auctions. His work on auctions of technology licenses has been accepted for publication in *Canadian Journal of Economics*. He is currently working on diverse topics such as the design of intellectual property laws, sequential auctions and application of auctions in healthcare markets.

Dr. Tak Cheung Chan, Professor of Educational Leadership, Kennesaw State University, is a former school teacher and administrator in Hong Kong School System; Greenville County Schools, SC; Cobb County Schools and Gwinnett County Schools, GA. He had also served as an educational leadership faculty at Valdosta State University and Georgia Southern University. His areas of academic interest include educational planning, school facilities planning, school business management, and international education.

Dr. Ruiqing Du, Distinguished Visiting Professor of Education, Kennesaw State University, is President Emeritus of Xi'an Foreign Language University, Xi'an, China. Dr. Du is known for a life-long career in improving higher education system in China. He participated in the writing of proposal for the Confucius Institute which is now approved by the Chinese Government to be housed at KSU. Dr. Du has special research interest in English language instruction, multicultural education, and international education.

Dr. Victor Osaro Edo lectures in the Department of History, University of Ibadan and specializes in political and cultural history of Africa with special interest in Benin Empire. He was also a visiting professor at Kennesaw State University in 2007. He is the author of various articles in learned journals and books. He co-edited *African Culture and Civilization* with G. O. Oguntomisin (2005) and coordinates the postgraduate program of the Department of History.

Orion Kriegman is at the Tellus Institute where he organizes and manages the work of the Great Transition Initiative. His background is in conflict
transformation and democracy-building efforts, with extensive experience as a mediator, team builder, and network organizer. Kriegman holds a Masters in Public Policy and Urban Planning from the Kennedy School of Government at Harvard University.

Dr. Ashok K. Roy is Assistant Vice President for Financial Services at Kennesaw State University, Georgia. He has 54 professional publications, six university degrees, and five professional certifications. Dr. Roy has held management positions in academia, government, and the private sector. In recognition of his contributions, Dr. Roy was appointed a "Colonel" in 2000 by the then governor of Tennessee. He sits on the editorial boards of two journals.

Dr. Hakeem I. Tijani is Associate Professor of African History and African Diaspora at Morgan State University in Baltimore, Maryland. He teaches African history and the honors introduction to African Diaspora at the same university. He is the author of *Britain, leftist nationalists and the transfer of power in Nigeria, 1945-1965* (Routledge, London, 2005). He is currently editing with Tiffany Jones and Raphael Njoku *Africa and the wider world* for McGraw-Hill Higher Education, New York.

Dr. John Wood is a professor of political science at Rose State College in Midwest City, Oklahoma. He teaches American Government, Introduction to Political Science, Campaigns and Elections, Mass Media and Politics, and State and Local Government. He is publishing *Barriers and Bridges: The Search for Common Ground among the Movement of Movements* with ADM Publishers. Wood has published in various peer-reviewed journals, such as *Conflict Resolution Quarterly, Journal of Global Initiatives, Oklahoma Politics,* and *Oklahoma Public Policy Review.*

Dr. Paul T. Zeleza is Head of the Department of African American Studies, Professor of African American Studies and History and the Liberal Arts and Sciences Distinguished Professor at the University of Illinois at Chicago. He specializes in African economic, social and intellectual history, as well as development studies, gender studies, and diaspora studies. He has published more than a hundred essays and articles and authored or edited more than two dozen books including most recently *The Roots of African Conflicts* (2007); *The Resolution of African Conflicts* (2007); *The Study of Africa* (2 volumes, 2007); *African Universities in the Twenty-First Century* (2 volumes, 2004); *Human Rights, the Rule of Law and Development in Africa* (2004); and *Rethinking Africa’s Globalization* (2003).